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Base for S805/S806 Side Base for S801 Side Base for S801 Left

Side Base for S809 Side Base for S800 Side Base for S803

Side Base for S807 Side Base for S804 Side Base for S809

Side Base for S808 Side Base for S810/S811 Base for D832S / 
D834S / D836S
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To mount a base on a previously delivered BOB System start by disassemble the 
BOB sofa and identify each module. 

Turn each module upside down or lay them down on the side (with a protective 
cover if needed) and remove the plastic feet that is nailed in place. 

Base for D833D / 
D835D / D837SD

Standard Base for 
straight back and seat 
S800 / S801 / S802

Standard Base for 
narrow end of curved 
seat of S803 / S804 / 
S809

Standard Base for wide 
end of curved seat of 
S803 / S804 / S809

Standard Base for 
curved back of S804 / 
S808 / S809

Standard Base for 
narrow end of outer 
curved seat of S807 / 
S808 / S809

Standard Base for wider 
end of outer curved seat 
of S807 / S808 / S809
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Locate the insert nuts on each BOB module and clear the fabric in front 
of them if needed. The number and placement of the insert nuts 
correspond with the base part. (For BOB modules delivered before 
January 2019 the insert nuts may not align with the base. If this is the 
case then use a wood-screw to attach the base.)
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Identify the base parts included. There are special side base parts for the 
start and finish BOB modules of the sofa (the modules with fabric or 
leather on the side). 

Left side base part for S801

Assembled left side base part S801
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Straight base parts for seat and back of S800 / S801 and S802

On the ”straight base parts”, screw holes are closer to one side leaving 
more space on one side than the other. The thinnest side should face the 
seating direction and the thickest should face the back. The straight base 
part has a narrower hole on one side and a wider hole on the other side. 
Let the wider hole face upwards for mounting as it is the proper 
dimension for the screw head.
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Assembled straight base parts S801
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Align the base part to the insert nuts on the BOB module and attach it 
with the included M6 screws. Tighten each screw with a screwdriver and 
make sure there is no gap or movement. (For BOB modules delivered 
before January 2019 the insert nuts may not align with the base. If this is 
the case then use a wood-screw to attach the base.)
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Locate the plastic plugs that are included and plug each hole on the 
base. The plugs also functions as feet.   

When all base parts are attached and plugged, re-mount the BOB Sofa 
according to the main assembly guide that can be found here - 
www.blastation.com/bob-instructions

http://www.blastation.com/bob-instructions
http://www.blastation.com/bob-instructions

